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ITALIAN MEDICAL CONGRESS. 8g

lations within and adjoining their boundaries, pure water,
collected far above the haunts of man, stored, settled, filtered
and delivered in constant and abundant supply.

THE ITALIAN MEDICAL CONGRESS IN
TURIN.

[FROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.]
As a type of the number of works based on Pliny's Natural
History is a compilation by Apulejus Platonicus, which sets
forth the virtues of a number of medicinal plants, together
with a mass of superstitions and errors. Of P1 ny's works
there is a most valuable Codex, beautifully illustrated by the
school of Montegna. The figures, buildings, and rocks are
most highly finished. The University of Messina sends a
treatise in Greek by Galen, the famous physician of the
second century. A Codex of Isidore of Seville (A.D. 900) illUS-
trates the dark and superstitious spirit of the early Middle
Ages. The chapter on medicine consists chiefly in defini-
tions. Another Codex of the fifteenth century gives an illus-
tration of a herbalist bent down in the act of collecting
simples. An example of the primitive form of the celebrated
Salernitan collection of aphorisms on hygiene and practical
medicine written in verse is contained in Codex No. 13, and
is attributed to Arnold, of Villanova, an early worker by
rational methods. The surgery of the Salernitan school is
represented by (i) a treatise of Rolando Capelluti in i3th
century writing; the illustrations of separate operations are
clear, and give a good idea of contemporary surgery; (2) a
treatise by Theodoric Borgognomi on the surgery of the horse;
I3) and another by William of Salicet, the famous master ofiLanfranc who afterwards flourished in Paris.

THE ITALIAN REVIVAL.
This period (i4th and 15th centuries) is characterised by a

change from the old method of research in the writings of
early authorities to that of research by direct observation. An
interesting document sent from the Archives of State at
Bologna contains a report of criminal proceedings dated I.3I9
against students accused of having snatched a body for
anatomical purposes.
In I i6 Raymond dei Liuzzi, surnamed " Mondino," wrote

his\celebrated work on human anatomy, which long remained
the textbook most in use at the schools. His treatise in
manuscript is contained in one of the miscellaneous Codices
on exhibit, and among the printed books are two editions of
his works, one very rare, printed in Turin 150I, and a second
with fine woodcuts published in Venice I522.
After the time of Mondino anatomical progress made rapid

strides, but the works of the great authors of this period are
not on view, as most of the chief libraries contain copies of
them. There is, however, a collection of manuscripts
arranged in chronological order, bearing the names of many
illustrious workers in the field of anatomy, and in many cases
autograph letters.
Among the most interesting exhibits of this period are the

anatomical studies by Leonardo da Vinci, mostly covered
with autograph notes by the artist. Whether the drawings
were made with a view to compiling a wOrk on anatomy or a
treatise on mechanical physiology is a matter of doubt. The
copious notes written all over the drawings suggest the latter
purpose.
The doctors of this period initiated the system of collecting

cases of the most interesting maladies, and meeting together
to discuss their origin, course, and treatment. Of this school
of revival the exhibition contains several treatises, that is, by
Gentile of Foligno (I230-10), of the 14th century by William
of Marignona, Marsilio di Santa Sofia, and Albert of Salso-
maggiore, a fervent disciple of Galen.
In Piedmont, medical investigations were somewhat be-

lated on account of the disturbed condition of the country.
The University, which had its first seat at Vercelli, was after-
wards transferred to Turin. The following are some of the
earliest works of this school, printed in the fifteenth century,
and now in the exhibition: The Lumen Apothecarium, of
Ciriaco de Augustis of Tortona; and the Summa Lacticiniorum,
by Pantaleone of Conflienza. Of popular treatises treating of
the virtues of herbs, stones, amulets, and all forms of con-

temporary superstitions are the following: Lilium Medicin&e,
by Bernard Gordon; The8auru8 Pauperum, in the margin of
which the Cross of Savoy figures prominently.
Ophthalmology is represented by the celebrated Benvenuto

Grafeo of the Salernitan school, whose treatise is illustrated
with drawings of surgical instruments.
Balneology was greatly cultivated by the Italian faculty of

that period. One Codex contains a description of the baths of
Pozzuoli, attributed both to Alcadino da Girgenti and to
Pietro d'Eboli. Each bath is described in verse, and opposite
is a miniature representing the locality and accessories.
Michael Savonarola, grandfather of the celebrated Friar,

described all the baths of Italy (Codex 67), a book which was
largely reproduced in print. He also wrote a curious book in
Italian entitled Things which are commonly Eaten and Drunk in
Ital,, with Ru1le8 for Preserving the Health of the Body.
Of manuscripts of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

the following are interesting: De Consolatione, by the cele-
brated Milanese physician and mat)hematician Girolamo
Cardano; and a treatise by Antonio Brassavola of Ferrara, to
whom the King of France gave the title of Muse. He was an
epidemiologist, and made important studies on thO actions
of poisons. Coder No. 75 is by Hieronymus Mercurialis, the
learned restorer of the ancient text of Hippocrates; Codex
No. 74 is by Francesco Buonafede, who established at Padua
the first botanical garden in Italy.

Italian medicine reached the period of its greatest renown
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, when students
from all countries flocked to its schools. Anatomy and phy-
siology were pursuing their studies hand in hand. To this
period belonged Colombo, Cesalpino, Santorio Santorini,
Borelli, Falloppius, Eustachius, Redi, and many others, of
whom the exhibition contains autograph records. Greatest
of all was Marcellus Malpighi (I628-I694), the indefatigable
worker, and the first to apply the microscope to the investiga-
tion of life. His writings were published by the Royal
Society (London) c4uring his lifetime, but mnuch remains that.
has never yet seen the light. All his manuscript writings
lent by the University Library -of Bologna are on exhibit.
The collection includes private documents, his birth certifi-
cate, the last lines written by him the day he was struck
down by apoplexy, and the account of the post-mortem exami-
nation on his body made by Lancisi, and a collection of ana-
tomical drawings of silkworms sent to him by Hans Swam-
merdam by the hand of Nicholas Steno (x675) There is also a
collection of medals struck in honour of Malpighi and photo-
graphs of his simple country house sent by the Municipality
of Corvalenore, his native place.
Of Lancisi himself, who was a celebrated physician of

Rome and made special study of heart disease and malaria,
there is a manuscript (No. 88). Of this period also there is an
interesting manuscript by the celebrated Calabrian anatomist,
Marcus Aurelius Severinus, I580-I656, entitled, Physiogno-
minia Medica, in which he takes as examples some faces
painted by Albert Durer.
Of the early workers in zoology, comparative anatomy, and

embryology, the celebrated naturalist Ulysses Aldrovandi is
represented by a manuscript entitled Methodus Fossilium, and
by a fine work with drawings of animals, plants, flowers, and
fruits which are supposed to have been executed in the school
of Coracci.
Of distinguished physicians of the eighteenth and beginning

of nineteenth centuries there are numerous autograph contri-
butions, notably of Valsalva, the master of Vallisnieri and
the predecessor of Morgagni, of Scarpa, Battista Bianchi.
There is an autograph letter by Lazzaro Spallanzani, who may
be justly called the predecessor of Pasteur.
Of the more recent objects of interest are the microscope

and object glasses of Amici, who first intrdduced immersion
lenses.
In conclusion, it should be mentioned that the appreciation

of this most comprehensive exhibition, which may be said to
include the whole history of the evolution of modern medical
science, was greatly facilitated by the excellent descriptive
catalogue issued by the Bros. Bocca of Turin.

TEIE Middlesex Hospital has received a contribution of
.ioo7 being the first yearly instalment of a donation of £5oo
fr.ni the Worshipful Company of Skinners.


